In the present paper the use of the multipoint method for automated history matching purposes is demonstrated. In these types of problems, reservoir simulators are used to estimate unknown reservoir properties by matching simulated and observed production data. These types of calculations are usually characterized by a very long computation time because each function evaluation represents a full reservoir simulation. In the niulti point method the optimisation process is divided into a sequence of approximate solutions. The approximate solutions are obtained by using a simplified and fast reservoir simulation model. Intermediate solutions to the optimisation problem is obtained using this simplified mode Is. The method is implemented with a trust region technique for advancing the sequence of simplified solutions to the final solutions. The paper demonstrates the use of the technique on a simplified one-dimensional flooding problem where the flow is described analytically and on a 3D gas injection problem using a traditional black oil reservoir simulator. Further the combined use of the multi-point method and the Bayesian inversion technique is demonstrated. Bayesian approach allows for inclusion of apriori knowledge as an integrated part of the overall procedure.
INTRODUCTION
Reservoir simulators are traditionally used in an estimation procedure where the uncertain reservoir parameters are adjusted until a match between calculated and observed performance has been obtained. The matching procedure thus involves minimisation of an objective function expressing the difference between the calculated and observed *) Author now with Kemp&Lauritzen NS, Denmark. reservoir performance. Traditionally a non-linear least squares problem is formulated. The difference between characteristic performance measures such as pressure, production, and gas-oil-ratio is sampled over a set of points in time and the objective function is then the sum of squared differences. If the simulators output is differentiable with respect to the parameters to be estimated and if no numerical noise appears in the calculated response then the objective function is smooth and differentiable in this type of formulation.
The classical iterative methods for non-linear least squares have been used to solve this problem [I) . Such methods include the well-known Levenberg-Marquardt method [2, 3] and later advanced derivatives by Powell [4] and Dennis, Gay and Welsh [5) . The classical methods operate in a real n-dimensional space of parameters and the solution is a real n-dimensional vector. Further, the methods are based on gradient information i.e. the objective function must be differentiable. In cases where the simulator offers derivatives with respect to the parameters, the application of general least squares solvers is a viabIe approach. Derivatives are usually available when special purpose simulators are used where the simulator is integrated into the history matching environment. Only a few general purpose large scale reservoir simulators do, however, offer this option. A major problem in using large scale reservoir simulators together with traditional methods for history matching is the excessive CPUtime requirements needed to perform the estimation. Hence, if the simulator does not offer derivatives with respect to the parameters, the derivatives of the objective function must be approximated. Ifthis is done the objective function needs to be calculated one plus the number of unknown parameters times when the gradient is needed. Since a function evaluation includes a simulation and since a single simulation can take hours, even on a fast work station, the overall CPU time can be excessive. In order to speed up the procedure the simulator may then be run with low accuracy. This, on the other hand, imposes numeri cal errors such that the objective function gets inflicted with a noise that sterns from these errors. If the signal-to-noise ratio is large derivative approximations can still be utilized. In the final stage of the iteration, however, the combination of noise and derivative approximations will prevent the convergence of a gradient based method.
In recent formalisms including Bayesian invers ion [6] stochastic simulation can be incorporated in which case the objective function gets inflicted with random noise. This makes the use of traditional least squares methods impossible.
Instead methods that allow for discontinuities may be considered like the Simplex method by Nelder and Mead [7] or methods based on random generators Iike genetic algorithms [8] . Unfortunately all known methods that depend on function sampling alone are known to require an even larger number of evaluations of the objective function.
In this presentation we shall consider a new approach to parameter estimation which seems promising with reference to improved procedures for both CPUexcessive and noisy parameter estimation problems. The basic idea is to substitute a fast simplified simulator for the comprehensive simulator in the intermediate steps of the iteration. Hence the majority of the simulations should be performed with the fast simulator. If the simplified simulator response is also smooth and differentiable then at least in theory it is possible to smooth the noisy objective function by an approximate objective function which is derived from the response of the simplified simulator. In this presentation we shall consider the ability to keep the number of function evaluations and hence comprehensive simulations at a reasonable level. The effect of noise has not been studied systematically yet and we shall not consider this subject here.
Methods which use fast, simplified simulators to assist the comprehensive simulator have been proposed by Toropov [9] and BandIer et al. [10] . Toropov [9] introduces the multi point approximation principle whereas BandIer et al. [10] introduce the space mapping technique. In this presentation a trust region method which combines the multi point approximation with traditional trust region techniques is introduced. A discussion of trust reg ion techniques can be found in Fletcher [11] .
BACKGROUND
Multi point approximation methods are designed for a maximum utilisation of the comprehensive simulations performed during the parameter estimation. The simplified fast simulator, which is less accurate but much faster than the original and time-consuming comprehensive simulator, must of course simulate the same physical reality as the comprehensive one. It may be a combination of several sub-mode Is each of which covers a subset of the overall model output domain. The difference between this response and the reservoir history defines an approximate objective function. The simplified simulator and the approximate objective function are equipped with a set of tuning coefficients. Instead of basing the calculation on the next candidate solution on the currently best set of parameters, which is common in traditional methods, basically all samples of the objective function that have been gained during the iteration are kept available. In each step the approximate objective function is fitted to the real objective function over a set of iteration points in the neighbourhood of the currently best known set of parameters. Hence, the calculation of the next candidate is based on multiple values of the objective function. This is obtained by solving a non-linear least squares problem using the tuning coefficients as unknowns. The fitting of the approximate objective function is denoted the tuning. The goal is a fast to evaluate approximate function that resem bIe the objective function in much larger regions of the parameter space than can be achieved with quadratic model functions used in the traditional methods. The next approximate solution is obtained as the minimum of the approximate objective function. Some of the best existing optimisation methods are needed for the fitting and the minimisation of the approximate objective function. Hence the muIti point approach can be considered as an enhancement of classical optimisation.
The choice of tuning coefficients is denoted the tuning design and this can only be made by a qualified user. Hence the approach is based on the inclusion of expert knowledge expressed through the choice of the simplified simulator and how its response reacts on variations ofthe simulator input. The user must possess an understanding of how the simplified simulator can be manipulated to resembIe the comprehensive simulator and then enable this manipulation through the tuning design. The inclusion of the user knowledge in the actual set up of the parameter estimation procedure makes it more difficult to use this new type of approach. It does, however, offer an opportunity to obtain the better approximations to the objective function mentioned above. When traditional methods are used, the only real possibility of user interference seems to be the choice of a good starting point for the iteration and a good sealing of the problem at hand (which may not be trivia!!). The Bayesian formalism has attracted increasing attention over the past years. Here a short summary of the formulation is given, aiming at the derivation of the objective function which is our main interest. The formalism is discussed in detail by Floris and Bos [6] . The goal is to maximise the objective function F which is derived from Bayes' rule
OPTIMISATION
The term p(y = op I 9) is referred to as the likelihood and . (3) where cri is the standard deviation on the i'th observation. The function p(9) is referred to as the joint prior. It represents expert prior knowledge of the reservoir parameters to be estimated. The prior information is given as a probability density function for each of the parameters. Assuming that the inversion parameters are independent, the joint prior is obtained as
where n is the number of parameters. The scaled product of the likelihood and the prior i.e. the objective function defined in (2) is referred to as the posterior. (5) where c / and c2 are real constants. Hence, the prior appears as a penalty to the original objective function.
THE MUL TI POINT ITERATION
Since the simulators are an integrated part of the whole approach, we have chosen to use an example to illustrate the different parts of the procedure. The Bayesian formulation is used in combination with the piston displacement model described in appendix A. and K 2 = (K~+K5+K6)/3. In order to be able to show some steps of the iteration, the arithmetic mean rather than the geometrie is mean chosen. (If the geometrie mean is used the approximate objective is nearly identical to the real objective function after only one single iteration). Finally, a Gaussian distribution with expectation Jl and standard deviation cra is chosen for the single parameter and hence for the prior -(9-Jl f pre )~a,~e-'/, --;;;;- (6) In figure 1 the sum of squared differences d(9) that appears in the piston case is shown (I) together with adequately scaled versions of the prior function (IJ), the Iikelihood function (lIl) and the posterior that were used. Since the data were generated with 9 = K 2 = 100, d(lOO) =0 whereas the likelihood attains its maximum at this point. The prior is obtained with Jl=120 and cr=4
i.e. the maximum is obtained at S =120. The posterior attains its maximum at S = K 2 =109.52 and the intention is to find this point. We may now proceed to a detailed discussion of the multi point approach. As an illustration of the tuning process consider the example above and assume that F has been evaluated at four points -{l40 (13) This is a standard constrained optimisation problem which can be solved with several well known methods. The Wateh-dog method by Chamberlain et al. [12] has been used here. This method requires derivatives of Fk . Forward differences are sufficient for the present application. Once again note that the function in equation (13) only depends on the simplified simulator. In the piston displacement example the trust region is simply an interval. The maximum of F J in figure 3 is attained in the point 9 = 107.37 and here Fis evaluated, F(l07.37) = 0.7522.
The trust region Tk is controlled as follows: The initial radius, 6. 0 , is chosen by the us er. In subsequent iterations 6. k is updated automatically according to the agreement between changes of F and the current Fk where the number
Pk = [F(fJ,J-F(fJJ]/[ Fk(fJ,J-Fk(fJJ).························(14)
and the length ofthe step Be=/;ee -9k/l2 is used. The step is considered a failure if Pk < 0.1 or if Be < 6. k . The usual reason for a poor step is that 6. k is too large. In this case the radius is reduced for the next iteration, Initially, a set of L points must be chosen inside the user-specified initial trust region in order that the first set of a's can be detennined and the proper iteration started. Also note that in the fmal phase of the iteration the radius is rapidly reduced due to the fact that the step never reaches the boundary. The iteration is tenninated when the radius is below some sm all e. Also, if Fk has its minimum at Sc, i.e. ifthe approximate objective does not decrease at all the iteration must be tenninated.
.
SYNTHETIC TEST CASE
The concept of the multi point approach was illustrated by a simple one-dimensional test example in the previous section. In the present section the objective is first of all to illustrate the approach on a larger problem, but the test problems have also been designed in such a way that both the flexibility of the multi point method and the effect of using the Bayesian inversion technique is illustrated. As mentioned previously it is essential in this type of calculations, that the number of function evaluations is kept as low as possible. In the examplecalculation in the present section the iterations were stopped when the relative changes in the variables were less than 15% from one iteration step to the next. This convergence criteria was chosen to test the ability of method to approach the vicinity of the solution, since further development of the method is required to obtain a better final convergence.
The data used in the example are modified data from the SPE first comparative test study by Odeh [13] . The reservoir in this test case is a box shaped three layered reservoir with sides 10,000 x 10,000 ft2 and height 100 ft. The problem considered is gas injection in a layered oil reservoir, represented as a quarter of a five-well pattern. Gas is injected in the top layer in the corner and oil is produced from the bottom layer at a position diagonally from the injection weil. In the original test example the reservoir was divided into 10 x 10 x 3 simulation blocks. In the present case the same simulator was used as both the fast model and the comprehensive model. The fast model was set up as a coarse grid model with 4 x 4 x 3 blocks whereas the full grid was used for the comprehensive model. All simulations were carried out with the commercial simulator Ec1ipse. Modified reservoir data are shown in table 1. Synthetic production data used in the matching procedure were generated with the fme grid model.
Two test cases were run to illustrate the use of the muiti point method. In the test cases two of the . three penneabilities are considered unknown. Gas-inject.
(1,1,1) 65000MSCF/day ::;;8500 Oil-product. (10,10,3 ) 30000 STB/day~4100 Table 1 Reservoir data for SPE test case First the technique was used to solve a traditional optimisation problem. Secondly the integrated use of the multi point method and the Bayesian inversion technique is demonstrated. In this second test case it is illustrated how geologie al information is integrated in the parameter estimation problem by the Bayesian formulation.
In the first test case the parameters selected for invers ion were the permeability of the top and bottom layers. Simulation of production from the reservoir indicated that the flow in the reservoir was primarily govemed by the permeability of these layers. And hence these two parameters formed ideal parameters for a parameter estimation problem.
The objective function corresponding to this parameter choice is iIIustrated in figure 5 . (figures at p. 10) The function was generated using the comprehensive simulator, i.e. Eclipse in a fine grid mode and defined in the usualleast square sense (see equation (1)). Hence in this case the multi point method minimises the objective. The figure gives the objective function as a function of the two reservoir parameters. Figure 6 iIIustrates the corresponding approximate objective function generated using the fast model. The approximate objective function was generated with the coarse grid model. The approximate objective function generated by the fast simulator was made adjustable using in all five a-coefficients,described in previous sections. al and a2 were used to scale the function along the two axis, whereas a3 and a, have been used .to scale absolute permeability of the top and bottom layers. a5 scales the relative permeability of gas k rg .
The initial guess of the permeability values for the top layer, KI and the permeability in the bottom layer, K3 were (K"K3)= (300,300). 5 initial evaluations (no. of 's) of F was needed before the real iteration could be initiated. The iteration path is iIIustrated in table 2. The solution found was (K"K3)= (204, 479) with true values of (K"K3)= (200, 500) .
In all 5 comprehensive model calls were used to initialise the model i.e. to generate avalues and 4 calls of the comprehensive model were used in the actual iteration. During this iteration process the approximate objective function was adjusted after each comprehensive simulation. A comparison between the fmal simplified approximate objective function and comprehensive function is iIIustrated in figure 5 Table 2 In the second test case the parameters selected for invers ion were K2 and K3 i.e. the middle and bottom layer permeabilities.
Experience had shown, that the flow in the reservoir was very little influenced by the permeability value of the middle layer. Hence selecting these two parameters would constitute an ill-posed problem.
The problem was first solved again using the traditional optimisation. Figure 7 illustrates the objective function for this test case generated with the comprehensive model and defmed in the same manner as in above. It can be seen that the error i.e. the objective function is little sensitive to the choice of the value of K 2 . A solution was obtained after 2 iterations with values of permeabilities of (KloK3) = (150, 441). As can be seen from the results, the permeability of the middle layer is very poorly estimated reflecting the ill-posed nature of the problem. Again numerical noise in the solution procedure stopped the iteration, and it was not possible to obtain the original 50 md of the middle layer by invers ion.
Additional information was needed to make this problem a well-posed problem. This was done by including geological data in the form of a priori distribution functions and combine a priori and the likelihood function as discussed in the previous sections.
In this way the geological information is included in the parameter estimation problem. The resulting probability density function is the posterior function the maximum of which represents the most likely parameter set.
The posterior function as in equation (5) (least squares with penalty) for this test case is illustrated in figure 8 . The function has for iIIustrative reasons been generated using the comprehensive simulator i.e. the reservoir simulation model in a fine grid mode.
The approximate objective function for this case is illustrated in figure 9 . Again five parameters were chosen to make the approximate objective function flexible enough. Two parameters were used to scale the posterior function along the parameter axes and two parameters were chosen to adjust the absolute permeability and finally one was chosen to scale the relative permeability for gas. In the a priori density distribution function chosen for the permeability for the middle layer, a mean permeability value of 100 md was chosen with a standard deviation of 80 md to reflect the uncertainty in the interpretation of geological data. As illustrated in the figure, the posterior function, which is the objective function in Bayesian terminology, is changed to a function with a weil defined extremum. Table 3 The example illustrates, that the classical optimisation problem can be integrated with geological information in the Bayesian formulation and by integrating information from flow simulation with geological information change an ill-posed optimisation problem to an well-posed problem. This also means, however, that direct geological information now plays a more important part. The fin al result of the simulation was permeabilities (K]>K3) = (I 18,448) md. The correct maximum of F was (K],K3) =(107,474). The value of parameters with Iittle influence on the flow conditions in the reservoir is now determined on the basis of the a priori geological information.
A sensitivity analysis of the optimisation problem should initially be carried out to identify parameters with no or Iittle sensitivity. A priori distribution function could then be given for these problems. Such parameters should not in general be exc1uded from the optimisation problem unless it is certain that the parameter will not gain sensitivity at later stages in the production cause.
CONCLUSION
The muIti point method with a new trust region technique has been tested as part of an automated history matching procedure. The method works without information of function derivatives. The method was tested on two reservoir engineering problems, a simplified one-dimensional water flooding problem using analytical flow mode Is and a three-dimensional gas injection problem using a standard black oil reservoir simulator. It has been demonstrated that the method can reach the vicinity ofthe solution using only in the order of 7 -9 function evaluations, representing full reservoir simulations.
The use of the Bayesian formalism as part of the procedure was further demonstrated. The introduetion of a priori knowledge with the Bayesian formalism allowed for a direct inc1usion of geological information as part of the optimisation procedure. This technique can effectively be used to condition iII-posed optimisation problems due to reservoir parameters with no or Iittle effect on the reservoir flow.
Further development of the approach is required in order to improve the final convergence and to avoid the up-front comprehensive simulations which are needed to start the iteration. Finally, the complex tuning design must be studied in order to obtain rules for a systematic development and application of simplified simulators. 
